1) What is Idaho’s State Motto?

2) What date was the Lincoln Auditorium Dedicated?

3) What year was the oil on wood portrait of Abraham Lincoln painted?

4) On which floor can you find a mosaic of Idaho’s Great Seal?

5) Find a historic license plate with Idaho’s Famous Potato. What is the year on the license plate? (Hint: This can be found below ground…just like a potato.)

6) Look for the historic 1863 painting of President Abraham Lincoln. Why is Lincoln important to Idaho? (Hint: Answer can be found to the left of the painting.)

7) During the legislative session, who can you find behind the vault (large safe) door on the Garden Level?

8) Find the oldest volume of Idaho laws in the Legislative Research Library on the 1st floor. What year is it from? (Hint: You may need to ask the librarian.)

9) How many stars can you count in the Capitol Dome? (Fun Fact: There are actually 43!)

10) What elected official can you find on the 1st floor?

11) What should go up, but doesn’t? (Hint: Are you stuck? Look by the Legislative Research Library.)

12) Find the large wooden “Key to the Capitol”. What special office is this in? (Hint: You need to be on the 2nd floor to find this.)

13) Which governor served the longest?

14) Whose name has a number 7 next to it in the Idaho Senate chamber?

15) Is this person male or female? (Hint: Answer can be found in the lobby of the Senate.)

16) What color are the curtains in the House of Representatives chamber?

17) How many chairs are at the bench in the Joint Finance-Appropriations Committee room?
18) How many state senators does Idaho have?

19) How many state representatives does Idaho have?

20) In the House of Representatives, whose name can you find with the number 30 next to it? (Hint: There are 2!)

21) Who presented Idaho with the “Winged Victory” statue?

22) Who carved the gold statue of George Washington?

23) What building can you see from Statuary Hall on the 4th floor?

24) On which floor can you find a Greek goddess, a horse and a train?

25) What can you see if you look out of the windows in the Senate Public Galley? (Hint: They are not what you think they are!)

26) Name 2 senators from the 1923 Legislature, 17th Session. (Hint: The answer can be found on the 4th floor by the Senate Public Gallery.)

27) Name 2 representatives from the 1909 Legislature, 10th Session. (Hint: The answer can be found on the 4th floor outside of the House Public gallery.)

28) How many representatives were there in the 1909 Legislature?

29) Does today’s legislature have more or less than the 1909 Legislature?

30) What is one word that describes the Idaho State Capitol?